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Abstract 
Energy conservation of the sensor nodes is a burning issue and a central problem to the development of a large scale wireless 
sensor network. Many schemes have been developed to address this problem. However, duty cycling is one of the most efficient 
schemes for energy saving, which is especially applied for a densely deployed network. In this paper, we propose a novel scheme 
for duty cycle, which implements an adaptive sleep / wake up strategies in efficient manner. This is an adaptive algorithm which 
takes decisions on the basis of the current status of the sensor network with the aim of covering each and every activity in the 
area of interest at each instance of time. The simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 
    A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a spatially dispersed self-sufficient network1, where a large number of sensor 
nodes are deployed to monitor a target area with respect to several environmental entities, such as vibration, 
temperature, motion, pressure and so on. The sensor nodes read local data autonomously in unattended manner and 
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send it to a remote base station called sink. Initially the development of WSNs was initiated for military applications 
such as intrusion detection and battlefield surveillance. However, WSNs have gradually become popular for their 
uses in industry, underground mine, disaster management2, health monitoring for machines3, environment, habitat 
monitoring4 and health care5. However, the major bottleneck of the WSN is that the sensor nodes are constrained to 
energy as they are operated on small batteries. Therefore, many researches have been carried out for energy saving 
of the sensor nodes, which include energy efficient clustering6,7, routing protocols8, energy aware MAC protocol9 
and low power radio communication hardware10. The sensor nodes consume energy mainly due to sensing, 
processing and receiving/ transmitting data. The radio subsystem usually consumes considerably more energy as 
compared to sensing and processing units. However, during idle state, the transceiver consumes almost equivalent 
power11-13. On the contrary, they consume considerably less energy during the sleep mode (i.e., in low-power mode). 
One of the most effective approaches for saving this energy is duty cycle, where the radio subsystem of a node is 
switched between sleep and wake up mode. Designing a proficient duty cycling scheme is not simple, as it 
introduces extra delays in the message delivery. Sometimes sensor nodes miss some event due to inefficient 
schemes of duty cycling. Both message latency and data loss are very critical parameters for some applications. For 
example, the detection of a chemical leakage should be done as early as possible because delay can be hazardous 
and hence high latency may not be tolerated. Most of the techniques that employ duty cycling use wake up and sleep 
periods which are specified prior to the deployment of the WSN which cannot be modified and hence perform non-
optimally. Therefore, an adaptive scheme of sleep/wake up schedules needs to be essentially addressed. 
    In this paper, we propose an efficient scheme for duty cycling, which is adaptive in nature. The scheme can 
conserve energy of the sensor nodes significantly by scheduling their sleep timing in an efficient manner so that the 
lifetime of the network can be increased further with the constraint of preserving the functionality of the network. 
The proposed technique delivers two main advantages. First, it is not associated with any particular medium access 
control (MAC) protocol and hence it can be used with various sensor platforms. Second, it is capable to quickly 
adapt the sleep/wake up periods of every node to the working conditions (such as network congestion, traffic 
demand and so on). This results in better utilization of energy. We perform extensive experiments on the proposed 
scheme and evaluate it with respect to the various performance metrics. Now onward, nodes and sensor nodes, sleep 
and deactivate, wake up and activate will be used interchangeably in the respective manner. 
 
    The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes some related work. Section 3 describes the duty 
cycle and energy models. In Section 4, we present the proposed algorithm. The experimental results and its analysis 
of the proposed algorithm are described in section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper. 
2. Related Works 
    Researchers have proposed several techniques for energy conservation of the sensor nodes. However, we mainly 
focus on duty-cycling as it is related to our present work.  There are two basic approaches for duty cycling, namely 
Topology Control (TC) and Power Management (PM) in which  the former deals with  node redundancy and uses 
minimum number of nodes to work to guarantee the network connectivity. The remaining nodes keep their radio 
inactive and thus save energy, which in turn increases the network lifetime. The authors in3,14 have given 
comprehensive studies on TC protocols. Power Management (PM) protocols are intended to synchronize the sleep 
periods of neighboring sensor nodes such that the active nodes can cover the whole area of interest and can 
communicate with other nodes.PM protocols are so flexible that it can be implemented at different layers of the 
WSN. It can be implemented by embedding duty cycling with the MAC layer protocols. It can also be used as an 
autonomous sleep/wake up protocol at the application or network layers. The duty-cycle MAC protocols15-23were 
proposed with the basic idea of optimizing the channel access and energy conservation. However, most of them are 
not practically feasible on the platform of WSN. On the contrary, independent sleep/wake up technique is more 
flexible and can be personalized according to the requirement of any application. This technique has also the 
property that it can be incorporated with any MAC protocol. The scheme proposed in this paper can be categorized 
as the independent sleep/wake up protocol. This duty cycle (independent sleep/wake up) scheme can be broadly 
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classified into three different categories: on demand, asynchronous and scheduled rendezvous. The on-demand 
schemes propose to activate any node just before the time it is required. Many different techniques24,25 have also 
employed two different types of radios. The first radio referred as data radio and is used during the normal data 
transfer, whereas the second one is a wake up radio, which sends a low power signal to intimate the sleeping node to 
get ready for communication. Moreover the use of two radio subsystem is bit costly and is practically not feasible 
but provides very high energy efficiency with the assurance of low message latency. Several techniques26,27 have 
also been developed by using asynchronous scheme. In such techniques, nodes can just wake up whenever it wants 
and it can still communicate with its neighbors. The asynchronous schemes are very simple to implement but 
generally have high latency in message forwarding hence is not desirable. The scheduled rendezvous scheme is the 
last category where the nodes are required to be synchronized. Here TDMA schedule are created at the application 
layer, and the actual data transfer is carried out by using the MAC protocols. Flexible Power Scheduling (FPS)28-
29uses this technique and utilizes an on-demand mechanism for channel reservation and dynamically adapts to the 
traffic demands. However, like TDMA schemes15,16,19,23 FPS do have some drawbacks. It has a limited scalability 
and also lacks in flexibility to adapt the changes in traffic and/or topology. Most of the solutions proposed on the 
basis of scheduled rendezvous approach basically consist of simple duty-cycling techniques. Our approach is a 
topology control duty-cycling technique where, duty cycle is implemented simply by switching a node between on 
and off state depending upon the current scenario of the network. 
 
3.  Model Assumptions 
3.1. Duty cycle/Network Model 
    It is observed that the idle periods play a crucial role in saving energy for WSNs32. Most of the existing radios 
used in Sensor nodes support various modes of operation, such as receive/ transmit mode, sleep mode and idle 
mode. In idle mode, the radio is not communicating, but its circuitry remains turned on, resulting in energy 
consumption. This energy is slightly less than that the energy required during the transmitting or receiving states. 
Therefore, a better way is to shut down the radio during the idle mode30. In our proposed scheme, we assume a 
densely deployed network in which the sensor nodes are deployed arbitrarily and are stationary after deployment. 
We also assume that the location of all sensor nodes is known by using inbuilt GPS or some other techniques such 
as described in31-33.We also assume that the target region is a square/rectangular grid. However, in a real scenario, 
any target region will be a closed polygon. In that case, we subscribe it with a square grid as shown in Fig. 1. The 









Fig. 1. Subscribing a polygon target region  
All the communications are over the wireless links established between the nodes. We use the following 
terminologies in the proposed algorithm.  
1. S – {s1, s2,… Sn} Set of sensor nodes.  
2. n - Number of sensor nodes. 
3. r - Communication range of sensor nodes.  
Actual Target region 
Subscribed grid 
Square cell  
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4. rs - Sensing range of sensor nodes.  
5. Cs - Length of each side of each cell. 
6. Cn - Number of cells in the region. 
7. R - Number of rows in the grid. 
8. C - Number of columns in the grid. 
9. CR - Coverage Ratio. 
10. Active cell- Cell with an active node. 
 
3.2. Energy Model 
    We assume a similar radio model for energy as in11,13. However, we assume only the free space channels for 
communication as the distance between any sender and receiver is less than the threshold in our case. The energy 





















    Here, Eelec is the energy required by the electronic circuit. ζfs and ζmp are the energy required by the amplifier in 
free space and multi-path respectively. In our work we are only concerned with the free space energy. The radio 
expends energy to transmit and to receive message34. Eelec depends on several factors such as modulation, digital 
coding, filtering and spreading of signal, whereas the amplifier energy depends on the distance between the 
transmitter and the receiver. In our proposal, we consider the factor of distance and attempt to minimize the energy 
loss. 
 
4. Our Scheme 
    The goal of the proposed scheme is to develop an adaptive scheme for duty cycling, which automatically adjusts 
the on/off activity of the sensor nodes. The basic objective is to achieve low power consumption without missing 
any event. Firstly, we discuss how to create the cell with their optimal size as follow.  
 
 
4.1. Optimizing Cell Size 
 
    As stated earlier, in our proposed work we divide the whole region of interest into square cells of equal size. If the 
sensor node is activated at the center of the cell (see Fig. 2), it can cover the whole area and other node can remain 
in sleep mode. To obtain the optimum size of the cells, we proceed as follows. Let, rs be the sensing range of each 
sensor node and Cs be the length of each side of the cell. Then, by Pythagoras theorem, we obtain, 
Cs2+ Cs2=(2rs)2 







Fig. 2. Calculating the Cell Size 
    The idea behind optimizing the cell size is that, by using such sized cell and activating only a single node in it, 
can remove any redundant data generated, leading to better utilization of communication channel. This also reduces 
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4.2. Proposed Algorithm 
    Like other duty cycle techniques, we also activate a single sensor node in a specific cell. However, we perform it 
with different thoughts stated as follows. Firstly, we optimize the cell size so that a single active node of the cell can 
cover it completely and secondly, we consider the case of the partial coverage of the sensing area of neighboring 
cells by an active cell. Generally, the nodes in a cell do not lie at the exact center and thus an activated node of a cell 
can cover some part of its neighboring cell. A cell is surrounded by eight neighboring cells and at any instance of the 
operation of the network; it is possible that a cell gets totally covered by the activated neighboring cellsFig. 3. For 
activating a sensor node in a cell we proceed as follows.  
    We first scan the odd rows followed by the even rows of the grid. While scanning each row, we attend the 
columns in the following order: 1st, last, 2nd, second last… and so on. Note that scanning to activate the cells in this 
order can result into the covering of the neighboring cells efficiently. Fig. 3 demonstrates how 6 cells (marked by 
grey color) are covered by their neighboring cell at some intermediate period of network operation.  We use the term 
Coverage Ratio (CR) to refer to the ratio between the total covered area of the deactivated cell by all its neighbors 
and the total area of the cell. If the CR of any inactive cell satisfies the application requirement, we keep it 
deactivated; otherwise activate one node of the cell with maximum remaining energy. The specified CR can change 
on the basis of application scenario. 
    Since it is an adaptive technique, at any instance of time the decision to activate a cell is taken after the 
consideration of the effect of its neighboring cells. In a case of densely deployed network, the proposed algorithm 
has the possibility of many such deactivated cells, which can be activated later and thus simultaneously resulting in 
an increase in overall network lifetime. The simulation results of the algorithm prove its effectiveness. The proposed 
algorithm works in two phases: (i) setup phase and (ii) steady phase.  In the setup phase, the algorithm selects the 
exact node to activate. Once the cell is visited and necessary decision regarding its activation is taken, the cell enters 
into the steady phase. In steady phase, the cell maintains its states for a few rounds and after that both the phases are 













Fig. 3. Coverage Scenario at any instance of time 
    The pseudo code of the proposed algorithm is given in Fig. 4. In a fault free environment, the centralized system 
runs the algorithm for the given WSN scenario prior to exact implementation and calculates the state of each sensor 
node for the complete network lifetime. Then, they pass the necessary information to each sensor node about, when 
they have to be in sleep mode and when they have to be working during the complete network lifetime. Since the 
centralized system communicates with the sensor node for only once at the beginning, the communication 
bandwidth afterward will be dedicated to other functionality of the network. The scenario with the faulty 
environment is a bit different as there is some probability of failure of each node we cannot assume it prior to its 
occurrence, hence the algorithm have to run throughout the lifetime of the network to decide the appropriate state of 
each sensor node at any specific time period. 
 
  -   -Active nodes 
      - sleeping nodes 
 
Total number of sensor nodes=68 
Total number of cells=30 
Total number of cells with nodes=27 
Total number of cells with no nodes active  
nodes=21 
Cells covered by neighbouring cells=6 


















Fig. 4. Pseudo code of proposed algorithm 
5.  Simulation  Result 
    The simulation of the proposed algorithm was carried out on Matlab-R2013a. The input to our algorithm is the 
position (coordinates) of the sensor nodes after deployment. The experiments were performed in a 220 × 220 m2 
area with variable number of sensor nodes and appropriate number of gateways to cover them. Each sensor node 
initial has energy of 2 joules. A node is considered to be dead when energy level reaches to 0 joules and the network 
is considered to be dead if half of its sensor node dies. In our simulations, the typical energy model and parameters 
are set same as35. For the experiments, the parameters used for communication energy were set as: Eelec=50nJ/bit, 
ζfs=10pJ/bit/m2 and ζmp= 0.0013pJ/bit/m4. The energy for data aggregation was set as 5 nJ/bit/signal. We also 
assumed that the message packet size to be of 4000 bits and that of CR to be 80%. Hence, the total energy required 
by any sensor node for a single round is, 
 
P×(Eelec + ζfs × r2)+Eda                                                                                                                                                           (2) 
where, P is the packet size of data transmitted in each round and Eda is energy for data aggregation. We assumed that 
once the node enters into the steady phase, it would remain in it for 60 rounds. After several simulations of the 
proposed algorithm, the recorded result was compared with the two scenariosFig. 5, first a basic sensor network with 
no duty cycle where, all the sensor nodes are at their active state throughout the lifetime and the second is an 
asynchronous duty cycling, where a sensor node from each cell of the grid is activated, independent of the current 
scenario. The result of the proposed algorithm is comparatively better and acceptable. 
    The reason for the increase in the network lifetime is simply because of the reduction of the total number of active 
cells at a time. Since this is an adaptive algorithm and takes decisions on the basis of the current scenario, it does not 
activate cells blindly. The algorithm is greedy about power conservation and emphasizes to save the power by 
switching off the unnecessary or redundant nodes. This saves a lot of energy for future use, resulting to the 
prolonging of the network lifetime. Table 1 shows the number of active cells required for 1st eight rounds. It also 
Input: Coordinates of all sensor nodes 
Output: Activated nodes 
Step 1: Divide the whole area of interest into square grids of sides Cs= 2 rs 
Step 2: Repeat step 3 to 5 until the total number of alive nodes > n/2;  
Step 3: For i=1 to Cn 
   Find the sensor nodes within the ith cell of the grid. 
            Endfor  
Step 4: For i=1 to R incremented by 2 each time (i.e. attending odd rows) 
    For j=1 to C 
                      Visit each cell in the order (1st,last,2nd ,second last…so on)  and check if it is already covered (by  
nodes activated in neighbouring cells)  by more than  CR.  If so, do not activate any node in the cell  
otherwise, activate the node with maximum power left. 
   Endfor 
            Endfor    
Step 5: For i=2 to R incremented by 2 each time (i.e. attending even rows) 
   For j=1 to C 
                         Visit each cell in the order (1st, last, 2nd , second last…so on) and check if it is already  covered  
(by nodes activated in  neighbouring cells) by more than CR.  If so do not activate any node in the cell  
otherwise activate the node  with maximum power left. 
    Endfor 
         Endfor  
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clearly justifies that for any scenario, the total number of active cells required is far less than the total number of 
cells with at least one node. 
 
Fig. 5. Increase in network lifetime with proposed Adaptive Duty Cycle algorithm 
 









    The total numbers of active cells in successive rounds are very similar to these and we cannot present it due to 
space limitation. It is also observed that for a particular scenario the result of the algorithm varies within a range 
because of the chance in the positions of sensor nodes, but it has been observed that for a particular scenario the 
result of the proposed algorithm is always better than the asynchronous duty cycling. 
6.  Conclusion 
    In this paper, we have presented an adaptive algorithm to implement sleep/wake up duty cycle scheme in the 
network layer of a WSN. We have shown that the proposed algorithm is adaptive in nature and can take any 
decision regarding the state of the radio subsystem on the basis of current scenarios of the network. The algorithm 
has been simulated rigorously and simulation results show that the proposed scheme performs better than the 
asynchronous duty cycle in terms of network lifetime. 
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